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ABSTRACT: Nanomaterials have great potential to offer
effective treatment against devastating diseases by providing
sustained release of high concentrations of therapeutic agents
locally, especially when the route of administration allows for
direct access to the diseased tissues. Biodegradable poly-
phosphoester-based polymeric micelles and shell cross-linked
knedel-like nanoparticles (SCKs) have been designed from
amphiphilic block-graft terpolymers, PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG,
which effectively incorporate high concentrations of paclitaxel
(PTX). Well-dispersed nanoparticles physically loaded with
PTX were prepared, exhibiting desirable physiochemical
characteristics. Encapsulation of 10 wt% PTX, into either micelles or SCKs, allowed for aqueous suspension of PTX at
concentrations up to 4.8 mg/mL, as compared to <2.0 μg/mL for the aqueous solubility of the drug alone. Drug release studies
indicated that PTX released from these nanostructures was defined through a structure−function relationship, whereby the half-
life of sustained PTX release was doubled through cross-linking of the micellar structure to form SCKs. In vitro, physically loaded
micellar and SCK nanotherapeutics demonstrated IC50 values against osteosarcoma cell lines, known to metastasize to the lungs
(CCH-OS-O and SJSA), similar to the pharmaceutical Taxol formulation. Evaluation of these materials in vivo has provided an
understanding of the effects of nanoparticle structure−function relationships on intratracheal delivery and related biodistribution
and pharmacokinetics. Overall, we have demonstrated the potential of these novel nanotherapeutics toward future sustained
release treatments via administration directly to the sites of lung metastases of osteosarcoma.

■ INTRODUCTION

Nanomedicines have great potential to provide effective
treatment against devastating diseases by providing sustained
release of significant quantities of therapeutic agents locally,
especially when the route of administration allows for direct
access to the diseased tissues. Our interest focuses on the
design of polymer-based nanotherapeutics toward the treat-
ment of osteosarcoma lung metastases. Osteosarcoma is the
most common primary cancer of bone in children and
adolescents, with a peak incidence in adolescence (age range
<5 to ∼40 years), no proven etiology, and a high fatality rate
(70% survival at 5 years for nonmetastatic patients, and <30%
for those presenting with metastasis).1,2 The most common site
of metastasis is the lung, followed by other bones, with
approximately 40% of patients presenting with overt metastasis,
and 90% estimated to have micrometastatic disease at
diagnosis.3,4 Osteosarcoma is treated with combination chemo-

therapy (believed essential to eliminate micrometastatic
disease) and complete surgical excision of the primary tumor
(either amputation or limb salvage).5,6 Once micrometastases
grow into recurrent, overt disease, tumors are often resistant to
conventional chemotherapy, and unresectable recurrent disease
is uniformly fatal.5,7

It has been demonstrated that drugs delivered to the
respiratory tract in liposomal formulation resulted in high
pulmonary drug concentration, reduced systemic toxicity, and
reduced dosage requirements compared with parenteral and
oral administration.8−10 Standard delivery formulations for
paclitaxel (PTX) are generally administered intravenously,
resulting in rapid elimination of PTX and multiple undesirable
side effects.11 Further, the poor solubility of this drug, together
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with the need to dissolve it in toxic carriers prior to delivery,
limits the ability to deliver maximally effective doses to patients.
To improve efficacy while minimizing systemic toxicity and
harmful side effects, it has been suggested that targeting of PTX
to the site of disease via aerosol-based delivery would be
desirable, and may hold great potential. Unfortunately, the
unmodified drug’s solubility and overall stability at the high
concentrations necessary for such administration remain
hurdles to the success of such delivery methods.12 Our
hypothesis is that local inhalation-based delivery of high
quantities of the chemotherapeutic agent PTX will be effective
in the treatment of lung tumors, with degradable polymer-based
nanoparticles being able to overcome key challenges of
packaging and transport of sufficient drug quantities directly
to the site of the metastatic disease, as well as extravasation of
the delivery vehicle from the lungs and secondary organs.
Therefore, this study is a first step toward the development of a
PTX formulation containing high PTX concentrations within
well-defined, degradable nanoparticles for the treatment of lung
metastasis of osteosarcoma and other cancers that occur in the
lung.
PTX, a mitotic inhibitor originally isolated from the bark of

the Pacific yew Taxus brevifolia, is a potent chemotherapeutic
agent for the treatment of a variety of cancers, including
ovarian, breast, and lung cancers.13,14 Due to its poor solubility
in aqueous solutions, PTX is currently formulated with 1:1
blend of Cremophor EL (polyoxyethylated castor oil) and
ethanol, under the trademark of Taxol.15 However, the intrinsic
toxicity of Cremophor EL has caused serious side effects, such
as hypersensitivity reactions, nephrotoxicity, neurotoxicity, and
myelosuppression.13,16−18 To avoid these side effects, alter-
native formulations19−21 are under development to improve
PTX’s water solubility and biocompatibility, including
Cremophor-free, albumin-bound PTX (Abraxane, PTX water
solubility = 5 mg/mL) as a protein−drug suspension.19,22−24

Taking advantage of the natural tumor uptake of nanosized
albumin in the human body, Abraxane has demonstrated
increased antitumor activity and reduced toxicity, relative to
Taxol.19,22 Although the packaging of PTX within a prevalent
natural protein is an attractive strategy, there are questions as to
how to achieve high drug loading without alteration of the
protein while maintaining control over protein assembly.19

Alternatively, synthetic nanoparticles have the potential for
greater control over their compositions, structures, and
properties, while also allowing for selective domains into
which the drug molecules can be packaged.25

Recently, an increasing number of polymeric nanoscopic
platforms, including polymeric micelles,20,26 dendrimers,27

nanogels,28 brush polymers,29,30 and liposomes,8,9,31 have
been developed for the delivery of PTX and other chemo-
therapeutics.32−34 In particular, polymeric micelles have been
rigorously investigated due to their characteristic core−shell
morphology, where the hydrophobic cores are utilized for
incorporation of hydrophobic drugs (herein PTX) while the
hydrophilic shells provide water solubility and prolonged
systemic circulation.25,35,36 For example, NK105 is a micellar
nanoparticle formulation currently in clinical trials, where PTX
is incorporated in the core of polymeric micelles constructed
from an amphiphilic block copolymer comprised of poly-
(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and polyaspartate segments.20,37 By
utilizing the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect,
NK105 demonstrated improved efficacy with reduced tox-
icity.37−39 However, dissociation of polymeric micelles upon

administration in vivo may cause premature release of
therapeutics, with loss in the control of delivery.25,40−42

To overcome micellar dissociation, shell cross-linking is of
significant importance to enhance structural stability, as well as
to mediate stimuli-responsive drug release.25,43 We have
previously demonstrated that shell cross-linked knedel-like
nanoparticles (SCKs) display improved structural stability while
retaining the tunability of size, shape, and surface proper-
ties.25,44,45 Recently, we have demonstrated that PTX could be
loaded into the hydrophobic cores of SCKs, increasing the
water solubility of PTX while maintaining cytotoxicities
comparable to those of free PTX against several cancer cell
lines.46 However, these initial nanotherapeutics suffered from
relatively low drug loading percentages, and their solubility
limits led to fairly low overall PTX concentrations (<30 μg/
mL), making them undesirable for clinical applications. To
improve upon these systems, we aimed to design biocompatible
and fully degradable drug delivery carriers capable of effective
incorporation of PTX at high concentrations in water. Such
systems are of high interest due to their increased potential to
effectively deliver chemotherapeutics and to be cleared from
biological systems via intrinsically built-in degradation path-
ways.47

Polyphosphoesters have been receiving attention due to their
biocompatibility, biodegradability, and structural similarity to
naturally occurring biomacromolecules, such as DNA and
RNA.47−51 Since the phosphorus atom is pentavalent, reactive
pendant groups, including hydroxyl, carboxyl, and alkynyl, may
be introduced as side-chain functionalities, allowing poly-
phosphoesters to be structurally versatile.47,52,53 Recently,
researchers in our laboratory developed a hydrophobic-
functional AB diblock copolymer via rapid sequential organo-
catalyzed ring-opening polymerizations of hydrophobic alkyl-
and reactive alkynyl-functionalized cyclic phosphotriesters
monomers in a stepwise one-pot manner.52 By taking
advantage of radical-mediated thiol−yne reactions on the
clickable alkynyl groups of the B block, this diblock copolymer
could be transformed into a variety of amphiphilic block
copolymers and assembled into functional nanoparticles
tailored for biomedical applications.52 In this study, we made
use of this structurally versatile platform to develop a drug
carrier via copper(I)-catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition
(CuAAC) for transformation to an amphiphilic labeled
polymer, capable of supramolecular assembly into PTX-loaded
nanoparticles. Our results demonstrate that these new nano-
therapeutic delivery vehicles show potential toward future
sustained release treatments via administration directly to the
site of lung metastasis of osteosarcoma, whereby shell cross-
linking reduced the rate of drug release and increased the lung
retention time.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to construct high-capacity and scalable polymer-based
nanotherapeutics, we designed supramolecular and covalently
stabilized nanoparticles, formed from biocompatible, degrad-
able, and structurally versatile amphiphilic block terpolymers
that were prepared by efficient “click-type” chemistries,
including rapid ring-opening polymerizations (ROPs) and
azide−alkyne Huisgen cycloaddition reactions (Figure 1).
The block copolymer consists of a degradable and water-
soluble polyphosphoester backbone, for which the first block
contains alkyl side chains for creating a hydrophobic environ-
ment and the second block is comprised of alkynyl side chains
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for post-polymerization modifications. The alkynes in the
second block were used to graft PEG chains onto the block
copolymer through CuAAC, to increase the polymer hydro-
philicity, and also for the conjugation of near-infrared
fluorescent dyes (IRDye 800CW), to facilitate imaging in vivo
and determination of particle pharmacokinetics (PK).
The amphiphilic nature of the resulting copolymers allowed

for the formation of micelles in aqueous solution, which are
capable of encapsulating PTX through hydrophobic inter-
actions within the core. Crucial to biomedical applications is
that PEG is a well-known and non- to minimally toxic coating
for nanoparticles that imparts “stealth” effects. PEGylation
often results in minimal protein adsorption and mononuclear
phagocyte system (MPS) clearance, and leads to prolonged
blood circulation times and an increase in mucosal trans-
port.25,54−59 Mucosal transport, in particular, is key to the
development of inhalation-based chemotherapeutics in the
treatment of lung metastasis of osteosarcoma. Important for
tailoring this platform is the presence of remaining unreacted
alkynes, which were utilized for post-graft cross-linking and
could be adapted for further modification.
Synthesis of PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG. The amphiphilic block

terpolymer PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG was synthesized utilizing
click-type chemistries, which are attractive as they occur rapidly

and involve (nearly) quantitative conversions of reagents, high
functional group tolerance, and minimal side reactions (Scheme
1A). A hydrophobic-functional AB diblock polyphosphoester
was synthesized via sequential ROPs, a well-established
approach to synthesize degradable polymers such as poly-
esters,54,60,61 polypeptides,62,63 polycarbonates,64−66 and poly-
phosphoesters.52,53,67 Briefly, the diblock copolymer poly(2-
ethylbutoxy phospholane)-block-poly(2-butynyl phospholane)
(PEBP-b-PBYP) was synthesized via sequential ROPs of 2-
ethylbutoxy phospholane (EBP) and 2-butynyl phospholane
(BYP), catalyzed by organocatalyst 1,5,7-triazabicyclo[4.4.0]-
dec-5-ene (TBD) at 0 °C and −10 °C, respectively, in
dichloromethane, with benzyl alcohol as an initiator (Scheme
1A). Phosphorus-31 nuclear magnetic resonance (31P NMR)
spectroscopy was used to monitor monomer conversion. It was
found that over 99% conversion was reached after 3 min for the
alkyl monomer, while the second alkyne monomer required less
than 3 min to reach 99% conversion, even at lower monomer
concentration and temperature. The reaction was quenched by
the addition of acetic acid, and purified by precipitation from
dichloromethane into pentane and diethyl ether (3:1) mixture,
followed by centrifugation. Gel permeation chromatographic
(GPC) analysis showed that both PEBP and PEBP-b-PBYP
exhibited monomodal molecular weight distributions with
relatively low polydispersity indices (PDIs) of 1.14 and 1.24,
respectively (Scheme 1B). The decreased retention time of
PEBP-b-PBYP, relative to PEBP, demonstrated successful chain
extension. PEGylation was achieved in N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF) via CuAAC quantitatively for CH3O-PEG2k-azido-
functionalized PEG grafts, as confirmed by proton NMR (1H
NMR) spectroscopy and GPC (Scheme 1). To remove copper
ions, the reaction mixture was passed through a neutral alumina
column and dialyzed against nanopure water suspended with
Chelex for 2 d in a cold room at ca. 4 °C. A white powder-like
product was obtained after lyophilization. The residual copper
concentration was analyzed by ICP-MS, revealing a mass
fraction of less than 10 ppm, which is acceptable for drug
delivery applications.

Evaluation of PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG Micelles and SCKs
as PTX Delivery Vehicles. With an average of only four PEG
grafts per polyphosphoester block terpolymer backbone, PEBP-
b-PBYP-g-PEG was found to be highly water-soluble, and PTX-
loaded micelles and SCKs could be prepared in a facile manner

Figure 1. Design of the amphiphilic block terpolymer for therapeutic
delivery.

Scheme 1. (A) Synthesis of PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG via Sequential Ring-Opening Polymerization of EBP and BYP, Followed by
PEGylation via CuAAC, and (B) GPC Traces of PEBP Homopolymer, PEBP-b-PBYP Diblock Copolymer, and PEBP-b-PBYP-
g-PEG Terpolymer
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(Figure 2). PTX-loaded micelles were formed by dissolving the
polymer and PTX in ethanol, followed by the removal of

ethanol in vacuo and resuspension in nanopure water, with 5
min sonication to allow for the formation of well-dispersed
micelles.
The SCKs were prepared by supramolecular assembly of

PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG into micelles, followed by shell cross-
linking via thiol−yne click chemistry. The block graft
terpolymer was first dissolved in methanol; subsequent addition
of water directed the hydrophobic PEBP segments to aggregate
and form the core domains of the micelles, while the
hydrophilic PEG formed the shell domains. The formed
micelles were then shell cross-linked with hexa(ethylene glycol)
dithiol (0.2 equiv to alkyne groups) in the presence of 2,2-
dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) and UV irradiation
at 365 nm. The resulting SCKs were dialyzed for 2 d to remove
organic solvent and other small molecules and subsequently
lyophilized to yield a yellowish powder. Upon dissolution in
ethanol, the SCK suspension displayed strong light scattering
when a laser light was passed through the solution, indicating
successful cross-linking, with a number-averaged diameter of ca.
33 nm as measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
(Supporting Information, Figure S1). PTX was loaded into
SCKs utilizing the procedure for the PTX-loaded micelles,
using SCKs in place of the polymer PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG
(Figure 2). Importantly, long-term storage (>6 months) of
lyophilized PTX-loaded micelles and SCKs did not affect their
properties upon resuspension in aqueous solution.
The PTX concentration and loading capacity were

optimized, for both the micelles and SCKs, by tuning PTX
loading percentages and polymer or SCK concentrations
(Supporting Information, Table S1). The actual PTX
concentrations were determined by HPLC at a flow rate of 1
mL/min using a mixture of CH3CN and 20 mM aqueous
NH4OAc at a ratio of 45:55 as the eluent. At 10 wt% loading,
the PTX concentrations increased from 1.0 mg/mL to 4.8 mg/
mL with increasing polymer concentration for both micelles
and SCKs (Table S1, entries 1−4 and 7−9, respectively). These
nanoparticles were visually stable in nanopure water, without
any precipitation and could be stored for more than 1 month at
4 °C. However, when the loading percentage increased to 15 or
20 wt% (Table S1, entries 5 and 6, respectively), the obtained
nanoparticles were only stable in nanopure water for ca. 2 d, at
which time significant quantities of white precipitates were

visualized. Incorporation of PTX into micelles or SCKs
appeared to be highly effective, as all initially added PTX was
visibly dispersed within the transparent particle solutions at
high concentrations of 10 wt% (entry 4 for micelles, entry 9 for
SCKs). At such concentrations, both micelles and SCKs
demonstrated homogeneous light scattering when a red laser
was passed through the solutions, suggesting that well-dispersed
nanoparticles encapsulating PTX were prepared (Supporting
Information, Figure S2). Compared with our previous SCK
formulations, the PTX concentration in aqueous solution
achieved in this study was increased approximately 160 times to
4.8 mg/mL, which is equal to benchmarking systems such as
Abraxane and NK105, as well as many of the high loading
polymeric micellar delivery systems reported in the liter-
ature.20,26,60,68

The sizes of the micelles and SCKs physically loaded with
PTX were characterized both by DLS and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). DLS analysis indicated that the number-
averaged hydrodynamic diameters (Dh(number)) of the particles
were 14 ± 4 and 24 ± 6 nm (Figure 3A,D), respectively, with

negative zeta potentials of −40 mV. TEM images demonstrated
that both micelles and SCKs were well dispersed and had
relatively uniform dry-state substrate-adsorbed diameters of ca.
42 ± 5 and 24 ± 4 nm, respectively (Figure 3B,E). As PPEs are
soft materials (Tg = −51 °C), the micellar structures could not
maintain their spherical shapes in the dry state on TEM grids,
tending to become flattened, leading to an observed diameter
larger than their Dh. Cross-linking to create SCKs limited the
extent of deformation of the nanostructures. In an effort to
more accurately determine the dry state diameters, cryo-TEM
measurements were performed on both PTX-loaded micelles
and SCKs, where specimens were prepared in vitreous ice to
view the unaltered macromolecular co-assembly, without shape
deformation or staining perturbation (Figure 3C,F). It was
confirmed that both micelles and SCKs had diameters of ca. 17
nm with narrow size distributions, which was in agreement with
data obtained from DLS measurements.
The release of PTX from micelles or SCKs was evaluated by

monitoring the decreasing concentration of PTX from a
solution of loaded micelles or SCKs dialyzed (MWCO 10 kDa)
against PBS at 37 °C over 3 d (Figure 4). It was found that
both micelles and SCKs released PTX at a slow and sustained

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the formation of micelles and
SCKs physically loaded with PTX.

Figure 3. Characterization of nanoparticle sizes for PTX-loaded
micelles (A−C) and SCKs (D−F). Displayed from left to right
respectively: DLS histograms displaying their hydrodynamic diameters
in nanopure water, TEM sample negatively stained by uranyl acetate,
and cryo-TEM images without staining.
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rate. As expected, shell cross-linking created an additional
physicochemical layer that retarded drug transport through the
shell, providing a decreased rate of release for PTX from SCKs,
as compared to the corresponding micelle precursors. The
apparent PTX release half-life (t1/2) from micelles and SCKs
were determined to be 6.5 and 12 h, respectively. Therefore,
the release profiles can be potentially tuned simply by altering
the degree of cross-linking.43

The in vitro hydrolytic degradation of the PEBP-b-PBYP-g-
PEG micelles was evaluated at different pH values utilizing 31P
NMR spectroscopy to monitor the cleavage of their
phosphodiester backbones and phosphoester side chains
(Supporting Information, Figure S5).69,70 At neutral pH 7.4,
the nanoparticles displayed high stability, observing only a small
degradation peak (<10%) at 0.35 ppm by 31P NMR after
incubation in PBS for 103 d (Figure S5A). Generally, it has
been shown that the hydrolytic degradation rate is greatly
influenced by side-chain functionalities; for example, amino
group-containing cationic nanoparticles degraded much faster
compared to anionic, nonionic, and zwitterionic nano-
particles.70−74 We hypothesize that the increased stability of
PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG arises from not only a lack of
nucleophiles in the neutral PBS but also the densely packed
mPEG2k grafted surface, which leads to limited exposure of the
polymer to nucleophiles within the surrounding environment.
As expected, the extent of hydrolysis increased significantly
under both acidic (pH 1, Figure S5B) and basic conditions (pH

10, Figure S5C).69 For example, at pH 10, the 31P NMR signal
from PBYP decreased by more than 70% after 115 d.

Near-Infrared Labeling of PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG Mi-
celles and SCKs. To investigate the in vitro cellular uptake
and in vivo biodistribution and PK of the PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG
micelles and SCKs, a hydrophilic near-infrared (NIR)
fluorescent dye, IR800CW azide, was grafted to the polymer
via CuAAC in nanopure water (Supporting Information, Figure
S3). The unreacted dye was removed using a Sephadex G-25
column followed by dialysis for 2 d (MWCO 12−14 kDa).
Removal of the unconjugated IR800CW dye was confirmed by
the disappearance of the free dye peak in DMF GPC
(Supporting Information, Figure S4). Confirmation of covalent
dye conjugation for the purified polymer−dye conjugate was
also examined by fluorescence spectroscopy. As previously
reported for PPE block copolymers, the PPE is capable of
undergoing degradation during gel electrophoresis; thus,
alternative spectroscopic techniques (fluorescence anisotropy
(r) and intensity-averaged fluorescence lifetime (τi)) were
utilized to confirm successful conjugation (Supporting
Information, Table S2).75

The use of spectroscopic techniques to evaluate dye−
nanoparticle conjugation is advantageous, as the results can
provide valuable information on the dynamic behavior of the
fluorophores within their supramolecular and external environ-
ments.75 In the case of evaluating dye−macromolecule
conjugation of NIR cyanine dyes, such as IR800CW, the use
of r and τi measurements is often considered difficult. The
trouble with measuring changes in these spectroscopic
properties following conjugation of NIR dyes lies with their
short fluorescence lifetimes in aqueous solvents (<1.0 ns),
traditionally elongated structures that lead to high r measure-
ments for the unconjugated dyes (>0.2) and reliance upon
extended linkers utilized for conjugation resulting in higher
local mobility or “wobbling” of NIR dyes upon coupling.76

Therefore, when utilizing such techniques, small changes that
may not be considered of interest in the case of longer-lived
and more compact visible-emitting dyes take on increased
significance when evaluating conjugation of NIR cyanine-based
dyes.
Following grafting of the dye IR800CW to PEBP-b-PBYP-g-

PEG micelles and SCKs, both r and τi, were evaluated, and
changes in both spectroscopic properties were observed (Table
S2). The r and τi of both the free dye and physical mixtures of
the free dye with polymeric nanomaterials resulted in starting
anisotropy values ca. 0.220 and τi near 0.500 ns. Upon grafting
of the dye to both micelles and SCKs, statistically significant
increases in r and τi were observed in both water and pH 7.4
PBS, indicating that the dye was covalently attached to, rather
than physically associated with, the polymeric nanomaterials.

Figure 4. Release of paclitaxel that was loaded into either micelles or
SCKs and studied by a dialysis method over 3 d at 37 °C in PBS,
measured in triplicate.

Table 1. Comparison of the IC50 Values of PTX (as a Taxol-Mimicking Formulation), Physically Loaded PTX Micelles (with
and without the NIR Label IR800CW), and SCKs in Both Control (OVCAR-3) and Osteosarcoma (CCH-OS-O and SJSA) Cell
Lines

IC50 (μM)

formulation OVCAR-3 RAW 264.7 CCH-OS-O SJSA

Taxola 0.005 ± 0.002 0.040 ± 0.010 0.019 ± 0.001 0.047 ± 0.006
PTX micelles 0.015 ± 0.010 0.100 ± 0.040 0.028 ± 0.001
IR800CW PTX micelles 0.016 ± 0.009 0.028 ± 0.001 0.068 ± 0.007
PTX SCKs 0.010 ± 0.008 0.080 ± 0.020 0.014 ± 0.001

aTaxol-mimicking formulation: Cremophor-EL and ethanol, 1:1 v/v.
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By utilizing both aqueous solvents (water and PBS), the effect
of cross-linking on the ability of the polymeric materials to
interact with the surrounding solvated environment could be
probed. In this case, the SCK displayed no change in either the
r or τi measurements, while the micellar particles displayed
small changes that are not statistically different. Given the
noted nature of such measurements with NIR cyanine dyes,
these changes cannot be entirely discounted to lack meaning,
but rather may be considered indicative that cross-linking does
have an effect upon the ability of these polymeric materials to
freely interact with their surrounding environment, which is
also supported by previous findings.25,43,45

Nanoparticle Toxicity and Cellular Uptake. The in vitro
cytotoxic effects of the physically PTX-loaded micelles and
SCKs were measured against human ovarian adenocarcinoma
cells (OVCAR-3), RAW 264.7 mouse macrophages (RAW
264.7), CCH-OS-O, and SJSA cell lines to establish their IC50
values at 72 h incubation time, as compared to that of PTX (as
a Taxol-mimicking formulation; Cremophor-EL and ethanol,
1:1 v/v) (Table 1). OVCAR-3 cells serve as a control for
comparability to previously studied polymeric chemotherapeu-
tic delivery vehicles,20,68,77 while the osteosarcoma cell lines
CCH-OS-O and SJSA demonstrate the effective toxicity of the
PTX-loaded materials toward the targeted disease, lung
metastasis of osteosarcoma. Polymeric micelles and SCKs
physically loaded with 10 wt% PTX displayed in vitro
cytotoxicities comparable to those of the Taxol-mimicking
formulation. Despite the slower PTX release, PTX-loaded
SCKs exhibited only slightly higher cytotoxicity compared to
PTX-loaded micelles. As a result of their greater sensitivity to
PTX, the difference was more significant on OVCAR-3 cells, in
comparison to the other cell lines. The reduced cytotoxic
effects of these nanoscopic carriers may be, in part, due to the
fast release of lipophilic PTX from the small molecular
Cremophor-EL surfactants, which can diffuse passively through
cell membranes and cause cytotoxicity. Grafting of IR800CW

to the micellar polymer structures had no effect on nanoparticle
cytotoxicity in OVCAR-3 or CCH-OS-O cell lines and, thus, is
not expected to change the outcomes in RAW 264.7 and SJSA
cell lines or as regards the cytotoxicity of the SCKs. As a
control, the cytotoxicity of the corresponding nanoparticles
without PTX was evaluated, and they were found to be
nontoxic at the tested concentrations.
After it was established that the IC50 values for the PTX-

loaded micelles and SCKs in osteosarcoma cell lines were
comparable to the pharmaceutical Taxol-mimicking formula-
tion, a cell uptake study by confocal microscopy was conducted,
using CCH-OS-O osteosarcoma cells. The resulting images
support cellular internalization of both the micellar (Figure 5)
and SCK (Supporting Information, Figure S6) nanostructures,
whereby nuclear degradation appeared to occur, presumably,
upon PTX release within the cellular environment following
internalization of PTX-loaded nanoparticles (Figure 5C,D,
micelles). When the unloaded micelles and SCKs were taken
up by the CCH-OS-O cells (Figure 5A,B, micelles), there
appeared to be no effect, which reflected the reported lack of
cytotoxicity. These studies further demonstrate the cytotoxicity
of these PTX-loaded materials and highlight their ability to
deliver PTX and effectively disrupt the growth of osteosarcoma
cells.

Biodistribution and Pharmacokinetics. Previous re-
search utilizing liposomal8−10 and nanoparticle78,79 drug
formulations has demonstrated that drugs delivered directly
to the respiratory tract can result in high pulmonary drug
concentration, reduced systemic toxicity, and reduced dosage
requirements vs parenteral or oral administration.8−10 Addi-
tionally, these studies revealed that delivery of therapeutics by
inhalation-based methods shows great promise toward
increased efficacy of treatment, relative to systemic delivery.
However, unlike in the case of systemic delivery, these studies
have largely avoided evaluating the overall behavior of the
nanoparticles themselves as regards lung extravasation and

Figure 5. Confocal microscopy images demonstrating cellular internalization of both unloaded micelles (A,B) and micelles physically loaded with
PTX (C,D) into CCH-OS-O cells (A, magnification = 60×, scale bars = 30 μm; C, magnification = 40×, scale bars = 50 μm; B and D, magnification
= 100×, scale bars = 20 μm; blue = DAPI (nuclear stain) and red = IR800CW from NIR labeled micelles). Images to the right overlay fluorescence
on the DIC.
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whole body biodistribution. Studies addressing nanoparticle
disposition and biokinetics from aerosol-based treatments have
focused on nondegradable and/or inorganic nanoparticles
evaluated by ex vivo tissue analysis, or concentrated on specific
interactions, such as translocation of particles from the lungs to
lymph nodes.10,78−80 While these studies provide valuable
information as to nanoparticle location and toxicology, initial
screening via optical imaging in vivo would allow for monitoring
of real time trafficking, from which PK data and routes of
excretion can be evaluated. Of significant interest was
evaluation of the PK of the degradable PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG
micelles and SCKs, and determination of whether cross-linking
would affect the rate of extravasation (kex), with correlation to
the in vitro findings.
In the case of the PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG micelles and SCKs

presented herein, it was hypothesized that the degradable
polymer-based nanoparticles themselves would be capable of
extravasation from the lungs and secondary organs on a
timeline compatible with repeated dosing of PTX, but that the
rate of lung extravasation for micelles vs SCKs would be

different, due to the increased stability imparted to SCKs
through cross-linking. The hypothesis, as regards extravasation
of micelles vs SCKs, was supported by previously reported
findings where cross-linked SCKs were shown to have higher
morphological stability, undergo slower disintegration, and
elicit lower immuno-toxicity than their noncross-linked micellar
analogues.72 Nanoparticle PK were indirectly evaluated by NIR
optical imaging, following intratracheal administration to ensure
that extravasation of the majority of the delivery vehicle largely
occurred within the 1−2 week time frame largely considered
appropriate for repeated dosing.81

IR800CW azide, PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG-g-IR800CW micelles,
or SCKs (λex = 778 nm, λem = 792 nm) were administered
intratracheally to six mice each. All mice were monitored over
7−14 d by whole-body optical imaging on a Bruker Xtreme in
vivo preclinical imaging system. The biodistribution of each
dye/nanoparticle was imaged at regular intervals, directly post
injection (PI), at 2, 6, 12, and 24 h PI and then daily until the
appropriate end point of either 7 or 14 d PI (n = 3 mice at each
end point per injected dye/nanoparticle to reach statistical

Figure 6. (A) Overlaid optical on X-ray images of the small-molecule dye IR800CW Azide (top) vs PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG-g-IR800CW micelles
(middle) and SCKs (bottom) collected as a function of time. (B) PK profiles of normalized mean fluorescence intensity as a function of time for the
free dye (IR800CW azide) and IR800CW-labeled micelles and SCKs. (C) Quantified biodistribution data collected ex vivo on harvested organs at 7
and 14 d PI for IR800CW azide vs IR800CW-labeled micelles and SCKs.
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significance) (Figure 6A). For all images, normalized
fluorescence intensities over the lung region were obtained
through image analysis and plotted vs time to generate PK
profiles (Figure 6B) for each experimental group (IR800CW
azide, micelles, or SCKs). The rate of extravasation from the
lungs (kex) and t1/2 were obtained by fitting the PK profile with
a nonlinear curve fit (Table 2). At the study end point, tissue

and organs were harvested (liver, kidney, spleen, skin, muscle,
brain, lung, heart, blood, and the GI tract (stomach, intestines,
cecum, etc.)) and imaged ex vivo to obtain end point
biodistribution data (Figure 6C).
PK analysis established the lung extravasation t1/2 for the

PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG-g-IR800CW micelles to be ca. 4 d (Table
2), whereas the small-molecule NIR probe exhibited a t1/2 of 4
h, with >85% cleared from the lungs within 12 h and the entire
body within 1−2 d (Figure 6A,B). The micellar t1/2 was
supported by the imaging results, suggesting that micelles
exhibit extended lung retention of >14 d, at which time the t1/2
indicates ca. 7−10% of the original micelle dose should remain
present. Alternatively, the polymeric SCKs display a t1/2 of ca. 8
d, twice that of their micellar counterparts. The difference in
extravasation rates is most likely due to a change in the
structure−function relationship, whereby cross-linking leads to
added structural stability and decreased interactions with the
surrounding biological environment, as compared to the
micellar structures, supporting the findings of the NIR
spectroscopy study above. We hypothesize that the resulting
decrease in external interactions with fluids and other biological
elements (proteins, enzymes, etc.) would decrease opportu-
nities for externally induced degradation (e.g., enzymatic),
resulting in the observed longer t1/2. These studies and findings
may be complicated by the indirect detection method, whereby
the dye is being tracked independent of whether it is bound to
the original nanoparticle, disassembled polymer chains, or
partial fragments due to cleavage of the dye from the polymer
backbone or polymer backbone degradation. However, the
significantly faster biological clearance of the small-molecule
dye suggests that the micelle and SCK studies were, in fact,
measurements predominantly of nanoparticle/polymer clear-
ance rates.
Ex vivo fluorescence imaging of the collected tissue and

organs was evaluated to confirm that the nanomaterials
remained largely in the lungs, and to identify secondary
organ systems that may have accumulated small quantities of
nanomaterials or potential degradation products. Semiquanti-
tative analysis (Figure 6C) reveals that the major site of
nanoparticle accumulation, for both micelles and SCKs, was in
the lungs (the site of administration) at both 7 and 14 d PI.
The clearly observed difference between retention of nano-
particle formulations and unconjugated IR800CW azide over 7
d is statistically significant based upon a student’s t test (n = 3),
and supports the reported in vivo PK studies. Evaluation of both
the in vivo and ex vivo findings suggests that at least two routes

of extravasation from the lungs and excretion from the body
may have taken place concurrently. In vivo studies revealed both
early clearance to the bloodstream and through the mucociliary
tract, due to repeated coughing up and swallowing of the
micelles or SCKs. Over time, extravasation from the lungs via
the mucociliary tract was observed to become negligible, as
later images revealed accumulation largely within the kidney
and liver, indicating the primary route of extravasation was into
the blood. Ex vivo findings indicated limited accumulation of
both nanomaterials in the kidney and liver, demonstrating that
both micelles and SCKs were excreted concomitantly via both
the renal and hepatobiliary pathways. When considering the
degradable nature of these materials, the findings were not
unexpected, as degradation byproducts could be of a multitude
of sizes (from partly intact polymers or nanoparticle pieces to
small molecules) that are capable of undergoing excretion from
the body via either pathway, depending on size.25 Overall, the
t1/2 and biodistribution results support the ability of both the
micelles and SCKs to undergo extravasation from the lungs and
whole body excretion within a timeline reasonable for repeated
dosing on a weekly or biweekly basis.

Evaluation of Polymer Retention in Mouse Lungs Ex
Vivo. To confirm that intratracheal delivery did not solely
deliver the PEBP-b-PBYP-g-PEG-g-IR800CW micelles and
SCKs to the location of deposition within the lungs, but rather
that the nanoparticles are capable of distributing throughout
the lung tissue, the general location of the particles was
evaluated by confocal microscopy on frozen lung sections. The
lungs of mice treated with IR800CW micelles and SCKs (n = 3
for each particle) were filled with a 50/50 solution of sterile
water/OCT, frozen, and sliced at a thickness of 20 μm in a
cross-sectional manner from the distal to proximal end, such
that both the left and right lobes were included in each section.
Fluorescence images of lung sections (Figure 7 and Supporting
Information, Figure S7 display representative images) were
obtained after applying mounting media containing DAPI for
nuclear staining. NIR signal from IR800CW-labeled nano-
particles was observed throughout both the left and right lobes
at distal, medial, and proximal locations for all treated mice,
while untreated controls lacked fluorescence signal in the NIR
region. Such outcomes indicated that the nanomaterials were
capable of migrating from the point of administration
throughout the lung, which would be vital in the treatment
of widespread metastatic disease.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Polyphosphoester-based amphiphilic block graft terpolymers
have been prepared by efficient “click-type” reactions, and were
able to undergo coassembly with PTX to form well-defined
nanoparticles, as supramolecular micelles and covalently
stabilized SCKs. Characterization of the resulting nano-
therapeutics demonstrated that they exhibited desirable
physiochemical properties when loaded with up to 10 wt% of
PTX, a concentration of 4.8 mg/mL in aqueous solution that
was a 160-fold increase over our previous SCK formulations.46

During subsequent drug release studies, it was observed that
the t1/2 of PTX release for SCKs is nearly double that of their
micellar counterparts (12 vs 6.5 h, respectively). These results
demonstrated that cross-linking was capable of mediating PTX
release by forming an additional physicochemical layer through
the shell, the tuning of which could be utilized to further tune
the performance of these nanoscopic containers. Residual
alkynyl groups along the backbones were modified by attaching

Table 2. Pharmacokinetics of the Dye IR800CW Azide and
Its Micellar and SCK Conjugates

agent latency (d) kex
a (d−1) t1/2

b (d)

IR800CW azide 0.08 9.29 0.16
micelles 0.08 0.17 4.18
SCKs 2.00 0.11 8.28

akex = rate of extravasation from the lungs bt1/2 = t1/2 + latency
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the NIR dye IR800CW, enabling their use in vivo and ex vivo
imaging-based studies.
The promising features displayed by these PTX-loaded

nanoparticles led to further investigation of their in vitro and in
vivo characteristics to evaluate potential efficacy against known
metastatic osteosarcoma cell lines and the potential of the
particles toward direct administration to the lung for the
treatment of metastatic osteosarcoma tumors. In vitro, these
micellar formulations had comparable cytotoxicities with the
commercially available Taxol-mimicking formulation, further
validating them as excellent candidates for translational studies.
In vivo evaluation of the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution,
following intratracheal delivery, revealed that cross-linking has
the ability to control the rate of nanoparticle extravasation from
the lungs. SCKs were observed to be retained for almost twice
the time of their micellar equivalents, ca. 8 d vs Four d,
respectively. These extravasation timelines appear to be
reasonable for translational development when considering
the repeating dosing schedules already in place for PTX
chemotherapeutics. Interestingly, we have shown that the
structure−function relationship of nanomaterials not only
affects in vitro outcomes but also has implications on in vivo
performance and pharmacokinetics following intratracheal
delivery to the lungs.
Given the findings presented herein, these new PEBP-b-

PBYP-g-PEG chemotherapeutic delivery vehicles have great
potential as nanocarriers, providing sustained release treatments
via administration directly to the site of lung metastasis of
osteosarcoma. This initial work has established the ability to
load drugs into well-designed polymer nanoparticle frame-
works, achieve in vitro efficacy against relevant cancer cells, and
probe the in vivo biodistribution of the nonloaded nanoparticles
in healthy animals to understand their trafficking behaviors.
Important for tailoring this platform is the presence of

remaining unreacted alkynes, which could be adapted for
further modification, such as attachment of targeting ligands
and grafting of imaging agents to evaluate biodistribution and
nanoparticle location within tissues. However, key issues
remain to be investigated, including the relationships between
in vitro vs in vivo rates of degradation of the particles and release
of drug molecules, the independent trafficking globally and at
the cellular level in diseased vs healthy tissues, and the
behaviors for each of the drug and carrier components, whether
intact or in a fragmented form. Clearly, there is much chemistry
and biology remaining to be understood, with this work being
an important first step for continuing ongoing studies.
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